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Abstract. Linear systems on Lie groups are a natural generalization of linear
system on Euclidian spaces. For such systems, this paper studies controllability
by taking in consideration the eigenvalues of an associated derivation D. When
the state space is a solvable connected Lie group, controllability of the system is
guaranteed if the reachable set of the neutral element is open and the derivation
D has only pure imaginary eigenvalues. For bounded systems on nilpotent Lie
groups such conditions are also necessary.
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1 Introduction
Linear systems on Lie groups were introduced in [3] and [2] as a natural gene-
ralization of the linear system on the Euclidean space
x˙(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t), A ∈ Rd×d, B ∈ Rd×m.
Controllability of such systems, with unrestricted control functions, was studied
in [3], [2] and [8] and null controllability in [1].
For restricted control functions, the controllability of the above Euclidean sys-
tem was studied in [15]. It was shown (Theorem 6 of [15]) that the system is
∗Supported by Fapesp grant no 2013/19756-8
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controllable if, and only if, the matrix A has only pure imaginary eigenvalues
and if the pair (A,B) is controllable, that is, if
span{Ajbi, i = 1, . . . ,m, j = 1, . . . , d} = R
d,
where bi, i = 1, . . . ,m are the columns of the matrix B. Moreover the controlla-
bility of the pair (A,B) is equivalent to have that the reachable set from 0 ∈ Rd
is open.
To a linear system on a connected Lie group G we have associated a derivation
D of the Lie algebra g of G. We show that if G is a solvable connected Lie group
a sufficient condition to obtain controllability of the linear system is that D has
only pure imaginary eigenvalues and that the reachable set from the neutral
element is open in G, which generalizes the result in Rd since in this case the
derivation D coincides with the linear map induced by the matrix A. If the Lie
group G is nilpotent and the control functions are restricted we show that the
the above conditions are also necessary.
The structure of the paper is the following: Section 2 gives the preliminaries
that we need, such as the definitions of linear vector fields and linear systems.
We introduce here several Lie subalgebras and Lie subgroups induced by the
derivation D associated with a linear vector field and prove some important
results concerning them. In the Section 3 we show that there is a close re-
lation between the reachable set from the neutral element and the subgroups
introduced in Section 2. It is shown that if the reachable set from the neutral
element is open, then it contains the subgroup associated with the generalized
eigenspaces of D whose eigenvalues have nonnegative real part. In Section 4
we show our main results on controllability using the results of section 3. We
also prove that for linear systems on nilpotent Lie groups with bounded control
functions, the conditions that we found are also necessary.
Notation: The set of C∞ vector fields of a manifold M will be denoted as
X(M). Let ̺ be a metric in M and let x ∈ M and ε > 0. The ε-ball centered
at x and its closure are given, respectively, by
Bε(x) := {z ∈M ; ̺(x, z) < ε} and B¯ε(x) := {z ∈M ; ̺(x, z) ≤ ε}.
A Lie group G with Lie algebra g will be always considered to be a C∞ manifold.
For X,Y ∈ g the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula (BCH) is given by
exp(X) exp(Y ) = exp(S(X,Y ))
where S(X,Y ) is a series depending on X , Y and its brackets. The first terms
are given by
S(X,Y ) = X + Y +
1
2
[X,Y ] +
1
12
[[X,Y ], Y ]−
1
12
[[X,Y ], X ] + · · · (1)
where the next terms depend on the brackets of four or more elements. This
series converges for X and Y small enough. In particular, when the group G is
nilpotent, the above series is finite for all X,Y ∈ g.
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2 Preliminaries
In this Section we will introduce the concepts of linear vector field and linear
systems on Lie groups. We will also state several results about the subgroups
induced by the derivation D associated to a linear vector field.
2.1 Linear vector fields and Lie group decompositions
Let G be a connected Lie group with Lie algebra g. For a given derivation
D : g→ g we consider the generalized eigenspaces associated to D given by
gα = {X ∈ g; (D − α)
nX = 0 for some n ≥ 1}
where α is an eigenvalue of D. We can decompose g as
g = g+ ⊕ g− ⊕ g0
where
g+ =
⊕
α; Re(α)>0
gα, g
− =
⊕
α; Re(α)<0
gα and g
0 =
⊕
α; Re(α)=0
gα.
The next proposition shows that the vector spaces g+, g− and g0 are Lie alge-
bras and that g+, g− are actually nilpotent. The proof can be found in [13],
Proposition 3.1.
2.1 Proposition: Let D : g → g a derivation of the Lie algebra g of finite
dimension over a closed field. Consider the decomposition
g =
⊕
α
gα
where gα is the generalized eigenspace associated to the eigenvalue α. Then
[gα, gβ ] ⊂ gα+β, (2)
with gα+β = 0 in case α+ β is not an eigenvalue of D.
2.2 Remark: If g is a real Lie algebra, we can consider its complexification gC.
Since the elements of gC are of the form X =
∑
aiXi with ai ∈ C, Xi ∈ g, we
can extend D by linearity to a derivation DC in gC. It is not hard to show using
the properties of C that D and DC have the same eigenvalues and that
(gα)C = (gC)α (3)
where gα and (gC)α are the generalized eigenspace associated respectively with
D and DC. That implies that the above proposition is also valid when g is a
real Lie algebra.
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We will denote by G+, G−, G0, G+,0 and G−,0 the connected Lie subgroups of
G with Lie algebras g+, g−, g0, g+,0 := g+⊕g0 and g−,0 := g−⊕g0, respectively.
2.3 Lemma: Let π∗ : g→ h be a surjective homomorphism of Lie algebras. If
D1 and D2 are derivations of g and h, respectively, such that π∗ ◦ D1 = D2 ◦ π∗
then
π∗(g
+) = h+, π∗(g
−) = h− and π∗(g
0) = h0.
Moreover, if G and H are connected Lie groups associated respectively with g
and h and π : G → H is a surjective homomorphism such that (dπ)e ◦ D1 =
D2 ◦ (dπ)e then
π(G+) = H+, π(G−) = H− and π(G0) = H0.
Proof: Let α to be an eigenvalue of D1. For any X ∈ gα there exists n ∈ N
such that (D1 − α)
nX = 0. Since π∗ ◦ D1 = D2 ◦ π∗ we have that
(D2 − α)
nπ∗(X) = π∗((D1 − α)
nX) = 0
which shows us that when π∗(gα) 6= {0} we have that α is necessarily an eigen-
value of D2 and that π∗(gα) ⊂ hα. Therefore
π∗(g
+) ⊂ h+, π∗(g
−) ⊂ h− and π∗(g
0) ⊂ h0.
Also, since π∗ is surjective, we have that h = π∗(g) = π∗(g
+) + π∗(g
−) +
π∗(g
0) and consequently the above inclusions must be equalities proving the
first assertion. The second one follows from the formula
π(expGX) = expH(dπ)eX
and the fact that the Lie groups are connected. 
The normalizer of g is by definition the space
η := normX(G)(g) := {F ∈ X(G); for all Y ∈ g, [F, Y ] ∈ g}.
2.4 Definition: A vector field X on G is said to be linear if it belongs to η
and if X (e) = 0, where e ∈ G stands for the neutral element of G.
The following result (Theorem 1 of [8]) gives equivalent conditions for a vector
field on G to be linear.
2.5 Theorem: Let X be a vector field on a connected Lie group G. The fo-
llowing conditions are equivalent:
1. X is linear;
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2. The flow of X is a one parameter group of automorphisms of G, that is
ϕt(gh) = ϕt(g)ϕt(h),
for any t ∈ R, g, h ∈ G;
3. X satisfies
X (gh) = (dLg)hX (h) + (dRh)gX (g), for all g, h ∈ G. (4)
Let (ϕt)t∈R denote the one parameter group of automorphisms of G generated
by the linear vector field X . The second item on the above Theorem implies
that X is complete. Moreover, for any vector field Y we have that
[X , Y ](e) =
d
dt |t=0
(dϕ−t)ϕt(e)Y (ϕt(e)) =
d
dt |t=0
(dϕ−t)eY (e) (5)
since ϕt(e) = e for all t ∈ R. Furthermore, if Y is a right invariant vector field
we have at any point g ∈ G that
[X , Y ](g) =
d
dt |t=0
(dϕ−t)ϕt(g)Y (ϕt(g)) =
d
dt |t=0
(dϕ−t)ϕt(g)(dRϕt(g))eY (e) =
=
d
dt |t=0
(dRg)e(dϕ−t)eY (e) = (dRg)e[X , Y ](e),
where in the fourth equality we used that ϕ−t ◦Rϕt(g) = Rg ◦ϕ−t (which follows
direct from the property 2. above).
Then for a given linear vector field X , one can associate the derivation D of g
defined as
DY = −[X , Y ](e), for all Y ∈ g.
The minus sign in the above formula comes from the formula [Ax, b] = −Ab in
Rd. It is also used in order to avoid a minus sign in the equality
ϕt(expY ) = exp(e
tDY ), for all t ∈ R, Y ∈ g
stated in the next proposition (Proposition 2 of [8]).
2.6 Proposition: For all t ∈ R
(dϕt)e = e
tD
and since ϕt is an automorphism of G we have that
ϕt(expY ) = exp(dϕt)eY = exp(e
tDY ), for all t ∈ R, Y ∈ g.
2.7 Remark: Note that for the linear Euclidean case the formula [Ax, b] = −Ab
implies that the derivation D coincides with the linear map induced by A.
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2.8 Remark: Since D|g− has only eigenvalues with negative real part we have
that 0 ∈ g− is exponentially stable in positive time for the flow etD|g− = etD|g− ,
that is, there exists λ, c > 0 such that |etDX | ≤ c−1e−λt|X | for t ≥ 0 and
X ∈ g−. The same is true for g+ in negative time.
Let D be the derivation associated with a linear vector field X and ϕt the flow
of X . We say that a subspace h ⊂ g is D-invariant if D(h) ⊂ h. In the same
way, we say that a subgroup H of G is ϕ-invariant if ϕt(H) = H for any t ∈ R,
where ϕt is the flow associated with X . It is straightforward to see that if H is
a connected Lie subgroup with Lie algebra h then H is ϕ-invariant if, and only
if, h is D-invariant.
2.9 Proposition: Let D be the derivation associated with a linear vector field
X . For the subgroups induced by D we have:
1. G+,0 = G+G0 = G0G+ and G−,0 = G−G0 = G0G−;
2. G+ ∩G− = G+,0 ∩G− = G−,0 ∩G+ = {e};
3. G+,0 ∩G−,0 = G0;
4. All the above subgroups are closed in G;
5. If G is solvable then
G = G+,0G− = G−,0G+.
Moreover the fixed points of ϕ are in G0.
Proof: Since the above items have analogous statements we will prove just one
assertion of each.
1. By Proposition 2.1 and Remark 2.2 we have that [g+, g0] ⊂ g+ and con-
sequently that g+ is an ideal in g+,0. We have then that G+ is a normal
subgroup of G+,0 which already proves the second equality and also that
G+G0 is a connected subgroup of G with Lie algebra g+,0 which implies
G+,0 = G+G0 by unicity.
2. Note that the intersection G+,0 ∩ G− is a Lie group with Lie algebra
g+,0 ∩ g− = {0} which implies that it is a discrete Lie subgroup of G.
Let then g ∈ G+,0 ∩ G−. Since g ∈ G− there exists Z ∈ g− such that
g = exp(Z). By Remark 2.8 and Proposition 2.6 we have that ϕt(g)→ e as
t→ +∞. Since ϕt(G
+,0∩G−) = G+,0∩G− andG+,0∩G− is discrete, there
exists an open set A ⊂ G such that A∩
(
G+,0 ∩G−
)
= {e} which implies
that, for t > 0 large enough, ϕt(g) ∈ A ∩
(
G+,0 ∩G−
)
and consequently
that ϕt(g) = e. Since ϕt(e) = e for all t ∈ R we have g = ϕ−t(e) = e
showing the result.
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3. By item 1. above we already have that G0 ⊂ G+,0 ∩ G−,0. Let then
x ∈ G+,0 ∩ G−,0. Since x ∈ G+,0 we have that x = gg0 with g ∈ G
+
and g0 ∈ G
0 which implies that G+ ∋ g = xg−10 ∈ G
−,0G0 = G−,0 and
by item 2. above we must have g = e. Then x = g0 and consequently
G+,0 ∩G−,0 = G0.
4. We will show that G+,0 is closed. Since g = g+,0 ⊕ g− there are open
neighborhoods 0 ∈ V ⊂ g+,0, 0 ∈ U ⊂ g− and e ∈ W ⊂ G such that
the map f : V × U → W defined by f(X,Y ) = exp(X) exp(Y ) is a
diffeomorphism and W = exp(V ) exp(U). Since G+,0 ∩G− = {e} we have
that gW ∩G+,0 = g exp(V ) for any g ∈ G+,0 which implies that, for any
point g ∈ G+,0 there exists a neighborhood W of g in G, neighborhoods
V and U of 0 ∈ g+,0 and of 0 ∈ g−, respectively, and a diffeomorphism
fg := Lg ◦ f : V × U → gW such that fg(V × {0}) = gW ∩ G
+,0.
Proposition B.1 of [14] implies then that G+,0 is an embedded manifold
of G and consequently that it is a closed subgroup of G.
5. We will prove by induction on the dimension of G that G = G+,0G−
since the second one follows by applying the inversion and using item 1.
above. If dimG = 1 then G is abelian and the result is certainly true. Let
us assume then that the result holds true for any solvable connected Lie
group with dimension smaller than n and let G to be a solvable connected
Lie group with dimension n. Since G is solvable its Lie algebra g is also
solvable and we have the sequence of ideals of g given by its derivative
series
g = g(0) ⊃ g(1) ⊃ . . . ⊃ g(k) ⊃ g(k+1) = {0}
where g(i) = [g(i−1), g(i−1)] for i = 1, . . . k. Since D is a derivation, each
g(i) is D-invariant. Let G(k) to be the normal connected subgroup of G
with Lie algebra g(k). We have that G(k) is ϕ-invariant and since g(k+1) =
{0} it is also an abelian Lie group. If we denote by A the closure of G(k)
we have that A is a closed connected ϕ-invariant Lie subgroup of G that is
abelian and normal. Moreover, dimA ≥ dimG(k) > 0 which implies that
H := G/A is a solvable connected Lie group with dimH < dimG. Since
A is ϕ-invariance we have a well induced linear vector field on H that is
π-conjugated with X in G which implies that their associated derivations
are (dπ)e conjugated. By Lemma 2.3 and the induction hypothesis we get
that H = π(G+,0G−) and consequently that
G = G+,0G−A = G+,0AG−.
Since the Lie algebra a of A is abelian and D-invariant we also have that
A = A+,0A− where the Lie algebras of A+,0 and A− are given respectively
by
a ∩ g+,0 and a ∩ g−.
Therefore A+,0 ⊂ G+,0 and A0 ⊂ G0 and consequently
G = G+,0AG− = G+,0A+,0A−G− ⊂ G+,0G− ⊂ G
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which proves the first part.
Let g ∈ G to be a fixed point of ϕ and k1 ∈ G
+, k2 ∈ G
0, k3 ∈ G
− such
that g = k1k2k3. By item 2. and ϕ-invariance we have that ϕt(g) = g if,
and only if, ϕt(ki) = ki, i = 1, 2, 3. Since ϕt(k1)→ e for t→ −∞ we have
that ϕt(k1) = k1 for any t ∈ R if, and only if, k1 = e. Analogously we
have that k3 = e which implies that g = k2 ∈ G
0 concluding the proof.

The next proposition shows that if H ⊂ G is a ϕ-invariant compact Lie sub-
group, then H ⊂ G0.
2.10 Proposition: Let H ⊂ G be a ϕ-invariant connected Lie subgroup. If H
is compact, then H ⊂ G0.
Proof: Let h denote the Lie subalgebra of H . By Corollary 4.25 of [11] we
can decompose h as h = z(h) ⊕ [h, h] where z(h) is the center of h and [h, h] is
semisimple. Since H is connected and ϕ-invariant, we have that h is D-invariant
and since D is a derivation it restricts to z(h) and to [h, h].
The fact that H is a compact subgroup together with the fact that [h, h] is
semisimple implies that the Cartan-Killing form restricted to [h, h] is nondegene-
rated and negative definite (see [12] Chapter 4, Proposition 1.3). Since any
derivation is skew symmetric by the Cartan Killing form we have that D res-
tricted to [h, h] must have only eigenvalues with zero real part which implies
that [h, h] ⊂ g0.
By Theorem 4.29 of [11] we have that the connected Lie subgroup associated
with z(h) is Z(H)0 the connected component of the center of H . Since Z(H)0
is connected, compact and abelian it is a torus and since the group of auto-
morphisms of a torus is discrete we must have that ϕt|Z(H)0 = id by conti-
nuity. Moreover, the fact that the exponential map of an abelian Lie group
is a diffeomorphism implies, by Proposition 2.6, that D(z(h)) = 0 or that
z(h) ⊂ kerD ⊂ g0 which concludes the proof. 
As a direct corollary we have:
2.11 Corollary: If G is s compact Lie group and X is a linear vector field on
G, then the associated derivation D has only eigenvalues with zero real part.
We will conclude the section with a technical lemma which will be used several
times in the subsequent sections, its proof can be found in [16] Lemma 3.1.
2.12 Lemma: Let G be a Lie group with Lie algebra g and N a normal sub-
group of G with Lie algebra n. Then, for any X ∈ g we have that
exp(X + n) ⊂ exp(X)N.
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2.2 Linear systems on Lie groups
Let Ω be a subset of Rm such that 0 ∈ intΩ and consider the class of admissible
control functions U ⊂ L∞(R,Ω ⊂ Rm).
A linear system on a Lie group G is the family of differential equations
g˙(t) = X (g(t)) +
m∑
j=1
uj(t)Xj(g(t)), (6)
where the drift vector field X is a linear vector field, Xj are right invariant
vector fields and u = (u1, · · · , um) ∈ U .
We will say that the system is bounded if Ω is a compact convex subset of Rm
and unbounded if Ω = Rm.
The usual example of a linear system is the one on Rd given by
x˙(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t); A ∈ Rd×d, B ∈ Rd×m.
Since the right (left) invariant vector fields on the abelian Lie group Rd are
given by constant vectors we can write the above system as
x˙(t) = Ax(t) +
m∑
i=1
ui(t)bi, B = (b1|b2| · · · |bm)
showing that it is a linear system in the sense of (6).
For a given u ∈ U and t ∈ R let us denote by φt,u := φt,u(e) the solution of (6)
starting at the neutral element e ∈ G. Then, for any g ∈ G the solutions of (6)
starting at g are given by
φt,u(g) = φt,u · ϕt(g) = Lφt,u(ϕt(g)),
where Lh stands for the left translation on G (see for instance Proposition 3.3
of [6]). The map
φ : R×G× U → G, (t, g, u) 7→ φt,u(g),
satisfies the cocycle property
φt+s,u(g) = φt,Θsu(φs,u(g)))
for all t, s ∈ R, g ∈ G, u ∈ U , where Θt : U → U is the shift flow u ∈ U 7→ Θtu :=
u(· + t). It follows directly from the cocycle property that the diffeomorphism
φt,u has inverse φ−t,Θtu for any t ∈ R and u ∈ U . Also from the cocycle property
and the fact that φt,u(g) just depends on u|[0,t] for any t > 0 we have that
φt,u1(φs,u2 (g)) = φt+s,u(g)
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where u ∈ U is defined by u(τ) = u1(τ) for τ ∈ [0, s] and u(τ) = u2(τ − s) for
τ ∈ [s, t+ s]. The function u above is said to be the concatenation of u1 and
u2.
For any g ∈ G the sets
Aτ (g) := {φτ,u(g), u ∈ U}
A(g) :=
⋃
τ>0Aτ (g),
(7)
are the set of points reachable from g at time τ and the reachable set
of g, respectively. When g = e is the neutral element of G the sets Aτ (e) and
A(e) are said to be the reachable set at time τ and the reachable set and
are denoted, respectively, by Aτ and A.
When the system is bounded, the map u ∈ U 7→ φτ,u(g) ∈ G is continuous for
any τ > 0 and g ∈ G. Consequently the sets Aτ (g) are compact sets (see for
instance [7] Theorem 1.1).
We say that the system (6) is controllable if for some (and hence for all) g ∈M
we have that h ∈ A(g) and g ∈ A(h) for all h ∈ G.
Let D be the derivation associated with the linear vector field X and let h to
be the smallest D-invariant Lie subalgebra of g containing Xi, for i = 1, . . . ,m.
We say that the system (6) satisfies the Lie algebra rank condition if we
have that h = g. By Krener’s Theorem (see [4], Theorem A.4.4), if the system
satisfies the Lie algebra rank condition then the interior of Aτ (g) is nonempty
for any τ > 0 and g ∈ G.
Let
g˙j(t) = X
j(g(t)) +
m∑
i=1
ui(t)X
j
i (g(t)), u = (u1, . . . , um) ∈ U
be linear systems on Lie groups Gj , j = 1, 2 and consider a continuous map
π : G1 → G2. We say that π is a semi-conjugation between the systems, if
for any g ∈ G1, u ∈ U and t ∈ R we have
π(φ1t,u(g)) = φ
2
t,u(π(x)) (8)
where φj denotes the respective solutions of the above systems. If π is a homeo-
morphism we say that it is a conjugation between the systems.
2.13 Proposition: It holds:
1. if 0 ≤ τ1 ≤ τ2 then Aτ1 ⊂ Aτ2
2. for all g ∈ G it holds that Aτ (g) = Aτϕτ (g);
3. for all τ, τ ′ ≥ 0 we have Aτ+τ ′ = Aτϕτ (Aτ ′) = Aτ ′ϕτ ′(Aτ ) and induc-
tively that
Aτ1ϕτ1(Aτ2)ϕτ1+τ2(Aτ3) · · ·ϕ∑n−1
i=1
τi
(Aτn) = A
∑
n
i=1 τi
for any positive real numbers τ1, . . . , τn;
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4. for all u ∈ U , g ∈ G and t > 0 we have that φt,u(A(g)) ⊂ A(g);
5. e ∈ intA if, and only if, A is open.
Proof: The proof of items 1. to 3. can be found for instance in ([8], Proposition
2).
For item 4. consider h ∈ A(g). There are s > 0 and u′ ∈ U such that h =
φs,u′(g). If we consider u
′′ ∈ U to be the concatenation of u′ and u we have that
φt,u(h) = φt,u(φs,u′ (g)) = φt+s,u′′ (g) ∈ A(g) showing that φt,u(A(g)) ⊂ A(g).
The “only if” part of item 6. is direct since e ∈ A. Let us then assume that
e ∈ intA and let g ∈ A. There exists t > 0 and u ∈ U such that g = φt,u.
By hypothesis we can find an open neighborhood B of e such that B ⊂ A. If
we consider C = φt,u(B), we have that C is an open neighborhood of g and by
item 5. above C = φt,u(B) ⊂ φt,u(A) ⊂ A showing that A is open. 
2.14 Remark: The third item of the above Proposition shows that the reach-
able set at time τ+τ ′ is the product of the reachable set at time τ , by the image
of the reachable set at time τ ′ by the flow ϕτ .
2.15 Remark: We should remark that the item 4. of the above proposition
together with the fact that 0 ∈ intΩ shows us in particular that A is invariant
by ϕt for any t ≥ 0.
3 The reachable set
In this section we will show that under certain assumptions we have that the
connected subgroup G+,0 is contained in the reachable set A.
Let us assume from now on that A is open1. This condition implies, in parti-
cular, that the linear system satisfies the rank condition (see [3] Theorem 3.3).
We will start with some results concerning invariance.
3.1 Lemma: Let g ∈ A and assume that ϕt(g) ∈ A for any t ∈ R. Then
A · g ⊂ A.
Proof: Let h = φt,u ∈ A. By hypothesis ϕ−t(g) ∈ A and there exists then
τ > 0 such that ϕ−t(g) ∈ Aτ . Consequently
hg = hϕt(ϕ−t(g)) ∈ Atϕt(Aτ ) = Aτ+t ⊂ A
which concludes the proof. 
As direct corollary we have the following:
1Remark 3.9 at the end of the section will give us an algebraic way to assure the openness
of A.
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3.2 Corollary: If H is a connected ϕ-invariant subgroup of G with Lie algebra
h and expX ∈ A for any X ∈ h then H ⊂ A.
Proof: Since H is connected and ϕ-invariant, its Lie algebra h is D-invariant
which implies that etDX ∈ h for any X ∈ h and any t ∈ R. Consequently
ϕt(expX) = exp(e
tDX) ∈ A, t ∈ R
and by the above lemma, any finite product of exponential of the elements of h
is in A which implies that H ⊂ A. 
3.3 Corollary: If H is a connected Lie subgroup and there exists a ϕ-invariant
neighborhood of the neutral element B ⊂ H ∩ A, then H is ϕ-invariant and
H ⊂ A.
Proof: Using Lemma 3.1 we have by the ϕ-invariance of B that Bn ⊂ A for
any n ∈ N. Since H is connected we have that H =
⋃
n∈NB
n which implies the
result. 
The next result is a generalization of Proposition 5 of [9].
3.4 Proposition: Let h be a Lie subalgebra of g and n be an ideal of h such
that D(h) ⊂ n. If N ⊂ A, then H ⊂ A, where N and H are the connected Lie
subgroups of with Lie algebras n and h, respectively.
Proof: For any X ∈ h and any t ∈ R we have that
etDX = X +
∑
n≥1
tnDn
n!
X = X + Y
where by the hypothesis Y = Yt,X ∈ n. Since n is an ideal, N is normal and by
Lemma 2.12 we have that exp(X + Y ) = (expX)g for some g ∈ N .
Let then V to be an open neighborhood of 0 ∈ g with U = exp(V ) ⊂ A
and such that exp |V is diffeomorphism. Consider the open set of H given by
B = U ∩H . Since H is connected we have that H =
⋃
n≥1B
n. We will show
inductively that Bn ⊂ A which implies H ⊂ A. If n = 1 the construction of B
implies that B ⊂ A. Assume that Bn ⊂ A and let x ∈ Bn+1. We can write
x = g1 · · · gn+1 with gi ∈ B, i = 1, . . . n + 1. By the inductive hypothesis, we
have that h = g1 · · · gn ∈ A. Let then τ > 0 such that h ∈ Aτ . Since gn+1 ∈ B
there exists τ ′ > 0 with gn+1 ∈ Aτ ′ and we can write gn+1 = expZ with Z ∈ h.
By the above ϕτ (gn+1) = gn+1g
′ with g′ ∈ N . Since D(h) ⊂ n we have in
particular that N is ϕ-invariant which implies that g′′ = ϕ−τ−τ ′(g
′−1) ∈ N ⊂ A
and consequently that there is τ ′′ > 0 such that g′′ ∈ Aτ ′′ . All together give us
that
x = hgn+1 = hϕτ (gn+1)g
′−1 = hϕτ (gn+1)ϕτ+τ ′(g
′′) ∈ Aτ+τ ′+τ ′′ ⊂ A
which concludes the proof. 
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3.1 Eigenvalues with zero real part
Our aim here is to show that any solvable Lie subgroup of G0 is contained in
the reachable set. In order to do that the followind lemma will be central.
3.5 Lemma: LetN ⊂ G0 to be a nilpotent connected ϕ-invariant Lie subgroup.
Then N ⊂ A.
Proof: Let us denote by n the Lie algebra of N and consider its lower central
series
n = n1 ⊃ n2 ⊃ . . . ⊃ nl+1 = {0}
where for i = 2, . . . , l + 1 we have that ni = [n, ni−1] are ideals of n. Since N is
connected and ϕ-invariant its Lie algebra is D-invariant and consequently ni is
D-invariant for i = 1, 2, . . . , l + 1. We have then the decomposition
ni =
⊕
α;Re(α)=0
ni,α where ni,α = ni ∩ gα.
Moreover, ni,α is given as union of D-invariant subspace as
ni,α =
⋃
j∈N0
n
j
i,α where n
j
i,α := {X ∈ ni,α; (D − α)
jX = 0}. (9)
For any i = 1, . . . , l+ 1 us denote by Ni the connected subgroup of N with Lie
algebra ni. We have that Ni is a normal subgroup of N and it is ϕ-invariant.
We will divide the rest of the proof in 3 steps.
Step 1: If for any α with Re(α) = 0 and any X ∈ ni,α it holds that expX ∈ A
then Ni ⊂ A;
Since ni is given as direct sum of the ni,α with α as above, we have that
the subset of Ni given by
B :=
∏
α;Re(α)=0
exp ni,α
is a neighborhood of the neutral element in Ni. Moreover, since
ϕt(exp ni,α) = exp(e
tD(ni,α)) = exp ni,α, t ∈ R
B is certainly ϕ-invariant and the hypothesis that expX ∈ A for any
X ∈ ni,α together with Lemma 3.1 implies that B ⊂ A. Using Corollary
3.3 we have then that Ni ⊂ A.
Step 2: If Ni+1 ⊂ A then Ni ⊂ A for i = 0, . . . l;
By the above we just have to show that expX ∈ A for any X ∈ ni,α and
any α with Re(α) = 0. Using the decomposition (9) it is enough to prove
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that, for any j ∈ N0 and X ∈ n
j
i,α it holds that expX ∈ A. The last
statement will be proved using inducion on j ∈ N0.
If j = 0 we have that n0i,α = {0} and since e ∈ A by hypothesis, the result
holds. Let us assume then that for j > 0 it holds that expZ ∈ A for any
Z ∈ nj−1i,α and let X ∈ n
j
i,α. Since A is an open neighborhood of e ∈ G
there exists m ∈ N such that for v = X
m
we have that exp v ∈ A. Let then
τ ′ > 0 such that exp v ∈ Aτ ′ . Also, since Re(α) = 0, there exists τ
′′ > 0
such that eτ
′′α = 1. Since enτ
′′α = 1 for any n ∈ N let us consider n0 ∈ N
such that τ = n0τ
′′ ≥ τ ′. Then eτα = 1 and exp v ∈ Aτ by item 1. of
Proposition 2.13.
Since v ∈ nji,α we have for any k ∈ N that
ekτDv = ekτ(D−α)v = v + kτ(D − α)v + · · ·+
(kτ(D − α))j−1
(j − 1)!
v
and consequently that
v = ekτDv + zk (10)
where
−zk = kτ(D − α)v + · · ·+
(kτ(D − α))j−1
(j − 1)!
v ∈ nj−1i,α .
Since n is nilpotent we have by BCH that
exp(eτDv) exp(e2τDv) = exp(eτDv + e2τDv +O1)
where O1 is given by brackets of e
τDv and e2τDv. Since [nji,α, n
j
i,α] ⊂
[n, ni] = ni+1 we have that O1 ∈ ni+1 which by Lemma 2.12 implies that
exp(eτDv + e2τDv +O1) = exp(e
τDv + e2τDv)g1
with g1 ∈ Ni+1. Since by Proposition 2.13 item 3. we have that
exp(eτDv) exp(e2τDv) = ϕτ (exp v)ϕ2τ (exp v) ∈ A3τ ⊂ A
and Ni+1 is ϕ-invariant and is contained in A by hypothesis, Lemma 3.1
implies that
exp(eτDv + e2τDv) ∈ A.
Using item 1. of Proposition 2.13 we can choose then k3 ∈ N such that
exp(eτDv + e2τDv) ∈ Ak3τ .
Again by BCH, we have that
exp(eτDv + e2τDv) exp(ek3τDv) = exp(eτDv + e2τDv + ek3τDv +O2)
where O2 is given by brackets of e
τDv + e2τDv and ek3τDv which implies
as before that O2 ∈ ni+1 and again by Lemma 2.12 that
exp(eτDv + e2τDv + ek3τDv +O2) = exp(e
τDv + e2τDv + ek3τDv)g2
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with g2 ∈ Ni+1. Since exp(e
k3τDv) = ϕk3τ (exp v) we have that
exp(eτDv + e2τDv) exp(ek3τDv) ∈ A(k3+1)τ ⊂ A.
and again by the ϕ-invariance of Ni+1 and the hypothesis that it is con-
tained in A we have by Lemma 3.1 that
exp(eτDv + e2τDv + ek3τDv) ∈ A.
If we repeat the same process as above m − 2 times we get then
k3, k4, . . . , km such that
exp
(
m∑
i=1
ekiτDv
)
∈ A
with k1 = 1 and k2 = 2. Using (10) and the fact that v =
X
m
we have by
summing up to m that
X =
m∑
i=1
ekiτDv + z
with z ∈ nj−1i,α and ki ∈ N as above. Again by BCH, we have that
exp
(
m∑
i=1
ekiτDv
)
exp z = exp(X +O)
where O is given by brackets of
∑m
i=1 e
kiτDv and z which as before implies
that O ∈ ni+1. By the D-invariance of n
j−1
i,α it holds that e
tDz ∈ nj−1i,α for
any t ∈ R which by the inductive hypothesys implies that
ϕt(exp z) = exp(e
tDz) ∈ A, for any t ∈ R
and by Lemma 3.1 that
exp(X +O) = exp
(
m∑
i=1
ekiτDv
)
exp z ∈ A.
Using now Lemma 2.12 we have that
exp(X +O) = (expX)g, for some g ∈ Ni+1
and again by the ϕ-invariance of Ni+1 and the hypothesis that Ni+1 ⊂ A
we get that
expX = exp(X +O)g−1 ∈ A
which gives us the desired result.
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Step 3: N ⊂ A.
Since Nl+1 = {e} ⊂ A we just have to apply the above l-times to get that
N = N1 ⊂ A concluding the lemma.

The above together with Proposition 3.4 give us that any ϕ-invariant solvable
connected Lie subgroup of G0 is contained in A as stated in the next result.
3.6 Proposition: If K0 is a ϕ-invariant solvable connected Lie subgroup of G0
it holds that K0 ⊂ A. In particular if G0 is solvable we have that G0 ⊂ A.
Proof: Let n0 to be the nilradical of k0. If N0 stands for its connected subgroup
the above lemma implies that N0 ⊂ A. Since K0 is connected we have that its
Lie algebra k0 is D-invariant and since it is solvable it holds that D(k0) ⊂ n0. By
Proposition 3.4 we have then that K0 ⊂ A which concludes the proof. 
We can now prove the statement made at the beginning of this section.
3.7 Theorem: Let G to be a solvable connected Lie group and consider the
linear system 6 on G. If A is open then G+,0 ⊂ A.
Proof: Let g ∈ G+. Since G+ is nilpotent, there exists X ∈ g+ such that
g = expX . Since 0 ∈ g+ is exponentially stable for the flow of etD|g+ in
negative time, we have that e−tDX can be made arbitrarily close to 0 ∈ g+ for
t > 0 large enough. By continuity we have that
ϕ−t(g) = ϕ−t(expX) = exp(e
−tDX) ∈ A
for t > 0 large enough and consequently g ∈ ϕt(A) ⊂ A showing that G
+ ⊂ A.
Since G is solvable G0 is also solvable which by Proposition 3.6 implies that
G0 ⊂ A. By Lemma 3.1 the product G+,0 = G+G0 is then contained in A
concluding the proof. 
3.8 Remark: It is important to notice that neither in Lemma 3.5 nor in Propo-
sition 3.6 we assumed that the whole subgroup G0 was solvable.
3.9 Remark: The linear system (6) is said to satisfy the ad-rank condition if
the vector subspace
span{Dj(Xi(e)); i = 1, . . . ,m, j ∈ N0} (11)
coincides with g. If the system satisfies (11) then by Theorem 3.5 of [3] we have
that e ∈ intAτ for any τ > 0 which by Proposition 2.13 implies, in particular,
that A is open.
Then we have an algebraic method that implies the openness of reachable set A.
Although for Euclidean system the ad-rank condition is equivalent to the set A
being open that is not true for any Lie group (see example in the last section).
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4 Controllability of linear systems
The results in the previous section will allow us to give sufficient conditions for
the controllability of linear systems on solvable connected Lie groups. Let us
assume from now on then that G is a solvable connected Lie group.
Let X to be a linear vector field on G and D its associated derivation. If we
consider the linear vector field X ∗ on G whose flow is given by ϕ∗τ := ϕ−τ it
is straightforward to see that the derivation D∗ associated with X ∗ satisfies
D∗ = −D. The Lie subalgebras and Lie subgroups induced by the derivation
D∗ are related with the ones induced by D as
g+∗ = g
−, g−∗ = g
+, and g0∗ = g
0
and
G+∗ = G
−, G−∗ = G
+, and G0∗ = G
0.
Also, if we consider linear system (6) with drifts X ∗, X and same right invariant
vector fields, their respectives solutions are related by φ∗t,u(g) = φ−t,u(g) which
implies that A∗τ = ϕ−τ ((Aτ )
−1).
The above together with Theorem 3.7 give us that if A∗ is open then G−,0 ⊂ A∗.
We have then the main result of the paper:
4.1 Theorem: The linear system (6) is controllable if A and A∗ are open and
the derivation associated with X has only eigenvalues with zero real part.
Proof: By Theorem 3.7 and the above discussion we have that G+,0 ⊂ A and
G−,0 ⊂ A∗. Since D has only eigenvalues with zero real part, we have that
g = g0 which implies that G = G0 and consequently that G = A ∩ A∗. Let
then g ∈ G arbitrary. There is τ > 0, u ∈ U such that g = φ∗τ,u = φ−τ,u. Since
φ−τ,u = φ
−1
τ,Θ−τu
we have that φτ,Θ−τu(g) = e which implies that e ∈ A(g) and
show that the system (6) is controllable. 
4.2 Remark: If the linear system is bounded, Lemma 4.5.2 of [4] implies that
there exists τ0 > 0 such that e ∈ intAτ0 and consequently that A is open if,
and only if A∗ is open. Moreover, if the system satisfies the ad-rank condition
then we also have that A and A∗ are open.
4.1 Bounded linear systems
From now on we will assume that the connected Lie group G is nilpotent and
that the linear system (6) on G is bounded. With such assumptions we will
show that the conditions in Theorem 4.1 are also necessary.
In order to prove the above we will need the following lemma:
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4.3 Lemma: Let us assume that A is open and that G = G−,0. If the ho-
mogeneous space M = G/G0 admits a G-invariant Riemannian metric then
AG− = A∩G
− is a relatively compact set.
Proof: By the ϕ-invariance of G0 we have a well induced flow Ψt on M that
satisfies Ψt ◦ π = π ◦ ϕt for any t ∈ R, where π : G → M is the canonical
projection. Let us denote by ̺ the distance on M induced by the G-invariant
Riemannian metric on M . Then, for any smooth curve γ : [0, 1] → M joining
two given points x, y ∈ M , we have that α(s) := Ψt(γ(s)) is a smooth curve
joining Ψt(x) with Ψt(y) and consequently
̺(Ψt(x),Ψt(y)) ≤
∫ 1
0
|α′(s)|ds =
∫ 1
0
|(dΨt)γ(s)γ
′(s)|ds.
Also by the G-invariance of the metric we have that µg : M → M given
by µg(x) = gx is an isometry and since Ψt ◦ µg = µϕt(g) ◦ Ψt we have that
||(dΨt)x|| = ||(dΨt)o|| for any x ∈ M . By Proposition 3.5 of [6] we have that
(dΨt)o = e
tD|
g− which together with Remark 2.8 gives us that
̺(Ψt(x),Ψt(y)) ≤ c
−1e−λt
∫ 1
0
|γ′(s)|ds, for any t > 0
and consequently, that
̺(Ψt(x),Ψt(y)) ≤ c
−1e−λt̺(x, y) (12)
for any t > 0 and x, y ∈ M . Consider then π(A) ⊂ M and for any t > 0 and
u ∈ U let us consider φ¯t,u := π(φt,u). Since φt+s,u = φt,Θsuϕt(φs,u) we have
that
φ¯t+s,u = µφt,Θsu(Ψt(φ¯s,u)). (13)
By the compacity of U and the continuity of φ¯t,u there exists t0 > 0 such that
φ¯t,u ∈ B1(o) for any t ∈ [0, t0] and any u ∈ U . Let us assume w.l.o.g. that
c−1 ≥ 1. We will show by induction on n ∈ N that, for any u ∈ U , it holds that
̺(φ¯nt0,u, o) ≤ c
−1
n−1∑
i=0
e−iλt0 .
By our assumptions we already have the case n = 1. Let us assume then the
result valid for n ≥ 1 and let us show it for n + 1. By equation (13), we have
that
φ¯(n+1)t0,u = φ¯nt0+t0,u = µφnt0,Θt0u
(Ψnt0(φ¯t0,u))
which gives us
̺(φ¯(n+1)t0,u, o) ≤ ̺(µφnt0,Θt0u
(Ψnt0(φ¯t0,u)), µφnt0,Θt0u
(o))
+̺(µφnt0,Θt0u
(o), o) = ̺(Ψnt0(φ¯t0,u), o) + ̺(φ¯nt0,Θt0u, o)
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where for the equality we used that µg is an isometry and that µg(o) = π(g) for
any g ∈ G. By the inductive hypothesis and equation (12) we have that
̺(φ¯nt0,Θt0u, o) ≤ c
−1
n−1∑
i=0
e−iλt0
and ̺(Ψnt0(φ¯t0,u), o) ≤ c
−1e−nλt0̺(φ¯t0,u, o) ≤ c
−1e−nλt0
and consequently that
̺(φ¯(n+1)t0,u, o) ≤ c
−1
n∑
i=0
e−iλt0 .
Since e−λt0 < 1 we have that r := c−1
∑∞
i=0 e
−iλt0 <∞ and by the above that
π(A) = π
(⋃
n∈N
Anτ0
)
=
⋃
n∈N
π(Anτ0 ) ⊂ B¯r(o)
showing that π(A) is a relatively compact set in M . Since G−,0 = G−G0 and
G− ∩ G0 = {e} we have that π|G− is a homeomorphism between G
− and M
which implies that AG− is a relatively compact set in G
− and since G− is closed
it is a relatively compact set of G. 
We have then the following result.
4.4 Proposition: Let us assume that A is open. Then A = G if, and only if,
G = G+,0.
Proof: By Theorem 4.1 we have that G+,0 ⊂ A which implies that, if G = G+,0
then A = G.
For the converse we will proceed by induction on the dimension of G. If dimG =
1 then G is abelian and the system on G is conjugated to its linearization by the
exponential map. The result follows then from Theorem 6 of [15] for Euclidean
systems.
Let us assume then that the result is true for any nilpotent connected Lie group
with dimension smaller than n and consider a Lie group G in the conditions of
the theorem with dimG = n. Since the center of G is nontrivial, we have that
H = G/Z(G) is a nilpotent connected Lie group with dimH < n. Also, since
Z(G) is ϕ-invariant there is a well defined induced linear system on H that is
semi-conjugated to the system on G by the canonical projection π : G→ H (see
Proposition 4 of [10]).
Since A = G we have that π(A) = H . Since the linear systems are semi-
conjugated we have that π(A) is the reachable of the linear system on H and
by the inductive hypothesis we must have H = H+,0. By Lemma 2.3 it implies
then that G− ⊂ Z(G) and by item 5. of Proposition 2.9 that G+ is a normal
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subgroup of G. Using again Proposition 4 of [10] we have an induced linear
systems on G/G+ = G−,0 that is semi-conjugated to the system on G.
Let A−,0 denotes the reachable set of the induced system on G−,0. Since G− ⊂
Z(G) we have that Ad(G0)|g− = {idg−} is compact in Gl(g
−) and consequently
that G−,0/G0 admits a G-invariant Riemannian metric (see Proposition 3.16
of [5]). Moreover, by the semi-conjugation between the systems we have that
A−,0 = G−,0 which by the above corollary implies that A−,0 ∩ G− = G− is a
relatively compact set of G. Since G− is closed it must be a compact subgroup
which by Lemma 2.10 implies that G− must be trivial showing that G = G+,0
as desired. 
We can then prove the main result for bounded systems on nilpotent Lie groups.
4.5 Theorem: The bounded linear system (6) on the nilpotent Lie group G is
controllable if, and only if, A is an open set and G = G0.
Proof: By Theorem 4.1 we just have to prove the “only if” part. If the linear
system is controllable then A is certainly open and G = A ∩ A∗. Applying
Proposition 4.4 above to A and to A∗ we get then the desired. 
4.6 Remark: The above theorem generalizes Theorem 6 of [15] for Euclidean
systems.
4.7 Remark: We should emphasize that the nilpotency of G in the above re-
sults was used mainly to assure that the center Z(G) is not trivial and use it
in our induction process. If the group G is solvable, not necessarely nilpotent,
and the subgroup G0 is compact a similar induction process could be done in
order to prove that the conditions of Theorem 4.1 are also necessary.
4.2 Examples
4.8 Example: Unrestricted Linear systems on Nilpotent Lie groups
Although the converse holds for restricted system on nilpotente Lie groups, for
unrestricted system it does not, as the next example shows (Example 7.1 of [8]):
Consider the nilpotent Heisenberg group
G =



 1 y z0 1 x
0 0 1

 ; x, y, z ∈ R

 .
Its Lie algebra is generated by the right invariant vector fields
X =

 0 0 00 0 1
0 0 0

 , Y =

 0 1 x0 0 0
0 0 0

 , Z =

 0 0 10 0 0
0 0 0

 ,
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satisfying [X,Y ] = Z. Writing in natural coordinates we have
X =
∂
∂x
, Y =
∂
∂y
+ x
∂
∂z
, Z =
∂
∂z
.
Associated with the derivation D : g→ g defined as D(X) = Y , D(Y ) = X and
D(Z) = 0 we have the linear vector field
X = y
∂
∂x
+ x
∂
∂y
+
1
2
(x2 + y2)
∂
∂z
,
that is, D = ad(X ). As shown in [8], the linear system
g˙ = X (g) + u1X(g) + u2Z(g)
is controllable on G. However, it is easy to see that X−Y and X+Y are eigen-
vectors associated respectively with the eigenvalues −1 and 1 and consequently
neither G− nor G+ are trivial.
4.9 Example: Bounded linear system on solvable Lie group.
Although we do not know if Theorem 4.5 also holds on solvable Lie groups
without the assumption that the subgroup G0 is compact, this example shows
one case where it holds. Consider the connected Lie group
G =
{(
x y
0 1
)
; (x, y) ∈ R>0 × R
}
.
Its Lie algebra g is the solvable right invariant Lie algebra generated by
X =
(
−1 0
0 0
)
Y =
(
0 1
0 0
)
with [X,Y ] = Y . For any g =
(
x y
0 1
)
∈ G we have that
X(g) =
(
−1 0
0 0
)
g =
(
−x −y
0 0
)
Y (g) =
(
0 1
0 0
)
g =
(
0 1
0 0
)
.
Consider the derivation D that on the basis {X,Y } has matrix given by
D =
(
0 0
0 2
)
,
that is, D = 2 ad(X). The related linear vector field is given by
X (g) = 2(gX −Xg) = 2yY
for g ∈ G as above. Consider then the linear system on G given by
g˙ = X (g) + uZ(g), (14)
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where u ∈ [−1, 1] and Z = X + Y . We have that
span{Dj(Z), j ∈ N0} = span{Z,D(Z)} = span{X + Y, 2Y } = g
which implies that the above system satisfy the ad-rank condition (11) and
consequently that A and A∗ are open sets. In coordinates the system is written
as
x˙ = −ux and y˙ = (2 − u)y + u.
By our choices we have that
G+ =
{(
1 y
0 1
)
; y ∈ R
}
and G0 =
{(
x 0
0 1
)
; x ∈ R>0
}
.
Moreover G0 is certainly a noncompact group, since it is homeomorphic to R>0.
We will show that A∗ 6= G which implies that the system cannot be controllable.
Since u ∈ [−1, 1] we have that
y˙ ≤ 0 ⇐⇒ 0 ≥ (2− u)y + u ≥ y + u ≥ y − 1 =⇒ y ≤ 1
therefore
y > 1 =⇒ y˙ > 0
and the system cannot be controllable to e =
(
1 0
0 1
)
, that is, A∗ 6= G
showing the desired.
4.10 Remark: The above example is a particular case of Theorem 3. of [9] for
unrestricted linear systems.
4.11 Example: The ad-rank condition.
This example shows that the condition on the openness of A is weaker than the
ad-rank condition:
Let A,B ∈ sl(2) be given by
A =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
and B =
(
−1 0
0 1
)
.
The linear vector field on the semisimple Lie group Sl(2) given by X (g) :=
Ag − gA has associated derivation given by D = − ad(A). Moreover,
D(B) =
(
0 2
2 0
)
and D2(B) = 4B
which implies that the linear system
g˙(t) = X (g(t)) + u(t)Bg(t)
does not satisfy the ad-rank condition. However the above system is controllable
which implies, in particular, that A is open (for the details see Example 5 of
[8]).
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